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ABSTRACT

Optical coherence tomography angiography
(OCTA) has extensively enhanced our compre-
hension of eye microcirculation and of its
associated diseases. In this narrative review, we
explored the key concepts behind OCTA, as well
as the most recent evidence in the pathophysi-
ology of age-related macular degeneration
(AMD) made possible by OCTA. These recom-
mendations were updated since the publication
in 2020, and are targeted for 2023. Importantly,
as a future perspective in OCTA technology, we
will discuss how artificial intelligence has been
applied to OCTA, with a particular emphasis on
its application to AMD study.
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angiography; 3D OCTA; Age-related macular
degeneration; Non-exudative macular
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neovascularization; Subclinical
neovascularization; Geographic atrophy; Type
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Key Summary Points

Optical coherence tomography
angiography (OCTA) has drastically
changed the approach to diagnosis and
treatment in ophthalmology.

In this narrative review, the key concepts
underlying OCTA technology will be
covered, from how to acquire quantitative
metrics to OCTA limitations that should
be properly considered.

A particular focus on OCTA application in
age-related macular degeneration will be
undertaken, with an overview of the most
recent evidence.

Artificial intelligence and other novel
OCTA applications, such as
tridimensional visualization, will also be
discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Optical coherence tomography angiography
(OCTA) has revolutionized the diagnosis and
therapeutic management in ophthalmology.
The basic principle underlying this noninvasive
technique is that the rapid acquisition of scans
at the same location can detect the flow of a
natural ‘‘dye,’’ blood, inside ocular vessels [1–8].

As a result, our understanding of the ana-
tomic distribution of retinal and choroidal vas-
culatures has been considerably improved.
Inner and middle retina have been shown to be
nourished by four capillary plexuses. In detail,
the superficial capillary plexus (SCP) provides
the retinal nerve fiber and ganglion cell layers,
while the inner nuclear layer is vascularized by
the medium (or intermediate) capillary plexus
(MCP) and by the deep capillary plexus (DCP).
Notably, a circular avascular area known as the
foveal avascular zone (FAZ) has been described
as the anastomosis of these three capillary
plexus at the parafoveal location [9]. Finally, the
radial peripapillary capillary plexus (RPCP),
which feeds the innermost portion of the peri-
papillary nerve fiber layer, is the fourth retinal
plexus [9]. In contrast, the choroid consists of
three vessel layers of increasing sizes, the
innermost of which is the choriocapillaris (CC)
and supplies outer retina.

Despite its significant advantages, OCTA has
not been employed in clinical practice as a gold
standard diagnostic technique yet, with the
exception of contraindication to conventional
dye-based angiography [fluorescein angiogra-
phy (FAG) and indocyanine green angiography
(ICGA)]. Therefore, OCTA is still regarded as a
complementary approach to FAG and ICGA for
the diagnosis of neovascular age-related macu-
lar degeneration (nAMD). Additionally, AMD
screening using self-assessment tools such as the
Amsler grid [10] and mobile medical applica-
tions (e.g., OdySight Care) [11] showed detec-
tion rates that were lower than those of
tomographic methods.

METHODS

In this narrative review, we will briefly discuss
the fundamental concepts behind OCTA tech-
nology, and provide an overview of the most
recent evidence concerning OCTA application
in AMD.

A PubMed search was conducted by using
the following keywords: ‘‘optical coherence
tomography angiography,’’ ‘‘OCTA,’’ ‘‘2D
OCTA,’’ ‘‘3D OCTA,’’ ‘‘age-related macular
degeneration,’’ ‘‘non-exudative macular neo-
vascularization,’’ ‘‘quiescent macular neovascu-
larization,’’ ‘‘subclinical macular
neovascularization,’’ ‘‘geographic atrophy,’’
‘‘type 3 macular neovascularization,’’ and ‘‘arti-
ficial intelligence.’’ Each English-language study
that was published up through August 2023 was
reviewed and, if appropriate, was included in
the current narrative review.

This article is based on previously conducted
studies and does not contain any new studies
with human participants or animals performed
by any of the authors. Thus, no approval from
local ethics committee was required.

OPTICAL COHERENCE
TOMOGRAPHY ANGIOGRAPHY
(OCTA)’S TECHNICAL ASPECTS

Pearls of OCTA’s Function

OCTA scans are equivalent to signal variation in
repeated structural optical coherence tomogra-
phy(OCT) B-scans at the same location (decor-
relation signal) caused by moving structures
within a stationary background, namely ery-
throcytes inside blood vessels (motion contrast)
[7, 8]. OCTA instruments acquire a variable
number of repeated B-scan (usually 2–4 scans
for commercial instruments, or even more for
research machines). This difference depends on
the type of OCTA device, including swept-
source OCTA (SS-OCTA) and spectral-domain
OCTA (SD-OCTA). Notable differentiations
between SS-OCTA and SD-OCTA include
quicker scan acquisition rates (100,000–400,00
A-scans/s versus 27,000–70,000 A-scans/s,
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respectively), deeper penetration (wavelength
1050 nm versus wavelength 840 nm, respec-
tively), and improved choroid visibility [6].
Another crucial OCTA variable is the ‘‘interscan
time,’’ which indicates the time delay between
two consecutive B-scans at the same position.
Since each B-scan is composed of several
A-scans, interscan time is conditioned by A-scan
rate and sampling density (number of A-scans/
unit distance), and by B-scan dimension (e.g.,
length). Thus, slower A-scan rates will imply
longer interscan times, with higher sensitivity
to slow motion, but also more frequent motion
artifacts (see the paragraph ‘‘2D OCTA’s pitfalls
affecting AMD evaluation’’ below). Interest-
ingly, OCTA devices cannot detect flow that is
slower than a motion threshold defined by
interscan time and background noise (‘‘unde-
tectable flow’’). Notably, perfusion loss may be
secondary to OCTA insensitivity, rather than a
real lack of flow. In parallel, OCTA also displays
a dynamic sensitivity to detect flow variations
(‘‘saturation limit’’) over which the signal is
‘‘saturated’’ and no flow differences are dis-
cerned, as occurs in the case of shorter interscan
times [1]. Variable interscan time analysis
(VISTA) is an innovative approach to over-
whelm this limit of OCTA of not quantifying
flow velocity. In fact, VISTA technique may
roughly revealed flow alterations by comparing
differences in flow signals or motion after the
variation of interscan times [2]. However, exact
flow velocity cannot be determined even by this
innovative OCTA approach [1]. Different plat-
forms currently use a variety of OCTA algo-
rithms. For instance, the amplitude algorithm
and phase algorithm evaluate signal variation in
amplitude and phase, respectively. More
recently, the split-spectrum amplitude decorre-
lation algorithm (SSADA) employs amplitude
information, while the optical micro-angiogra-
phy (OMAG) technique combines both phase
and amplitude data. Another algorithm is OCT
angiography ratio analysis (OCTARA), which is
more perceptive to low blood flow [12].

TWO-DIMENSIONAL (2D) OCTA
VISUALIZATION

OCTA data can be represented as both two-di-
mensional (2D) B-scan and en-face images, as
well as three-dimensional (3D) images. B-scan
corresponds to a pseudo-color overlay on a
cross-sectional OCT. En-face scan represents a
segmentation image with a projection of the
flow data at a given level. Slabs are the volu-
metric section that is defined by two topo-
graphic surfaces [3, 5].

Interestingly, en-face images could be elab-
orated, undergoing a binarization and/or skele-
tonization processes to acquire quantitative
metrics of retinal and choroidal vessels. In
detail, binarized images are defined by a
threshold from grayscale values, which deter-
mines whether pixels should be presented as
white (or black) depending on whether pixels’
value is higher or lower than this threshold.
Thus, binarization leads to isolate retinal vessels
from the background [2, 3]. Different binariza-
tion thresholdings have been proposed,
although there is still no consensus [13]. Then,
the binarized image may undergo a skele-
tonization process to be represented as traces of
one pixel in width [14].

So far, several OCTA quantitative metrics
have been introduced for retinal microvascula-
ture [3, 5], although this narrative review did
not mean to report them. However, these met-
rics proved to lack consistency due to several
aspects. Measurement results proved to vary on
the basis of the OCTA device, scan size, and
binarization thresholding approaches, thus the
results are not homogeneous [15–18]. Further-
more, additional variability factors are bright-
ness and/or contrast changes before the
binarization process since no consensus on the
most effective technique has been reached.

CC perfusion quantification requires also a
binarization from OCTA en-face images. In
detail, this procedure aims to separate the bright
region representing the choriocapillaris’s pre-
served flow from the so-called flow voids or
signal voids, which constitute dark areas of
vascular dropout or flow below decorrelation
threshold, respectively [2, 19, 20]. Regardless of
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the introduction of several CC binarization
approaches, recently Phansalkar’s method has
been proposed as the reference procedure [21].
For further details, please consult our previous
narrative reviews about this topic [3, 5].

2D OCTA’S PITFALLS AFFECTING
AMD EVALUATION

Optical coherence tomography angiography
has overtaken some limitations of invasive
angiographic techniques, which are still regar-
ded as the standard procedures to assess ocular
microvasculature except in cases where tradi-
tional angiography is contraindicated (e.g.,
severe dye allergy) [22]. Indeed, OCTA is a dye-
free noninvasive rapid approach that separately
displays each ocular vascular network, also
including MCP, DCP, and CC, in contrast to
previous techniques [2, 23]. However, it is clear
that this method may be affected by several
limitations, some of which are particularly rel-
evant in the evaluation of AMD eyes. For
instance, an increase in background noise (e.g.,
media opacities) may interfere with the detec-
tion of a low-strength signal [24]. Artifacts have
been associated to patient’s movement (e.g.,
blinking, eye displacement), whose impact have
been decreased by eye tracking systems [25].
However, stretch artifacts, quilting, and vessel
doubling are examples of other motion artifacts
that are secondary to software-corrected eye
movements, as well [26]. Another OCTA artifact
is the segmentation error that results from the
flattening of data in a segmented two-dimen-
sional volume [1–3]. Many devices can correct
this artifact by manual correction of segmenta-
tion errors and throughout averaging of multi-
ple B-scans [25, 27, 28]. Recently, the deep
learning (DL)-based algorithm has improved
segmentation of OCTA data (see paragraph ‘‘4.4
Future direction: artificial intelligence’’ below)
[29]. Furthermore, projection artifacts may
affect the visualization of vascular layers if
superficial vessels are falsely recognized in deep
layers in absence of true flow, especially when
they are located close to tissues with high back
scattering [such as retinal pigment epithelium
(RPE)]. In cross-sectional scans, projection

artifacts also result in ‘‘tails’’ on vessels (decor-
relation tails). To reduce these artifacts, slab
subtraction may be applied by removing the
signal in superficial plexuses from angiograms
of deeper tissue. However, if the artifact signal
aligns with true flow signal, it can be eliminated
as well. Cross-sectional images cannot be sub-
jected to slab subtraction. Several voxel-by-
voxel-based post-processing algorithms, such as
projection-resolved OCTA (PR-OCTA) and sig-
nal attenuation-compensated projection-re-
solved OCTA (sacPR-OCTA), have been used for
OCTA to remove projection artifacts. The
rationale for PR-OCTA technique is that the
reflectance-normalized signal in projection
artifacts is lower than the real flow one in
adjacent voxels. The algorithm preserves the
flow values at the sequentially higher peaks
(in situ flow) over each A-line and suppresses
the rest to background level using structural
OCT signal to weigh the flow signal in the
OCTA volume [30]. However, PR-OCTA may
under/overestimate flow signal, particularly in
low-quality slab. On the contrary, sacPR-OCTA
also took into account the corresponding signal
attenuation with distance from true flow signal,
and improved true flow signal beneath larger
arteries and in the shadow zone [31].

Shadowing artifacts can occur if OCT signal
is attenuated or blocked at level of MCP, DCP,
or CC, due to an obstacle to beam transmission
(e.g., vitreous opacities, hemorrhage, and dru-
sen) [1]. In conclusion, the impact of these
artifacts can be mostly mitigated by software
(automation of vessel segmentation, algo-
rithms, including DL-based one), or hardware
approaches, although there is a variable influ-
ence on qualitative/quantitative analyses and
possible artifacts related to these correction
procedures [2, 32, 33]. Another OCTA limita-
tion is the still inaccurate visualization of Sattler
and Haller’s layers because of scattering effect
by RPE and CC vessels, and slow blood flow
[34]. With the advent of SS-OCTA technology,
this latter restriction has been partially over-
come [35, 36]. Deep choroidal imaging, how-
ever, mostly relies on structural OCT rather
than angiography OCT. The development of
enhanced-depth imaging (EDI) SD-OCT and SS-
OCT technology has particularly contributed to
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the inclusion of choroidal analysis into stan-
dard clinical practice [34].

Furthermore, OCTA has a narrow field of
view that only includes the posterior pole
region, despite wide-field SS-OCTA, with its
50–80 degree retinal surface viewing, having
just been introduced, showing promising clini-
cal uses (e.g., retinal vascular disorders). Finally,
this imaging examination does not provide
functional information (e.g., fluorescein leak-
age), in contrast to conventional angiographic
exams [12].

THREE-DIMENSIONAL (3D) OCTA
VISUALIZATION

Three-dimensional volume-rendering OCTA
has recently been recognized as a useful tool for
qualitative and quantitative assessment of ocu-
lar microvasculature. To create 3D images, var-
ious semi-automated algorithms have been
proposed, including one developed by our
group [37–40]. In detail, after the removal of
projection artifacts (ARI network projection
removal algorithm, Zeiss), these data are
imported to Fiji (Image J, National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, USA). Through this software,
OCTA scan is re-oriented in space (‘‘rotation
analysis’’) with the first dimension correspond-
ing to axial direction, whereas the second and
third dimensions match the horizontal and
vertical directions, respectively. Finally, the 3D
Viewer plugin provides the rotational 3D visu-
alization (Image J, software version 2.0.0,
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, USA).
Although the two-dimensional approach
remains the gold standard OCTA visualization,
volume-rendering scan overcame some 2D
limitations. The three-dimensional image is
independent on data segmentation and on
flattening of flow, as compared with the two-
dimensional scan. Furthermore, no overlapping
anatomy or vessels’ foreshortening may affect
this OCTA visualization. Consequently, 3D
modality was found to be the most effective
modality to detect findings, such as diabetic
microaneurysms, diabetic macular ischemia,
and type 3 macular neovascularization (MNV),
that could be oriented on the three dimensions

[37–41]. Interestingly, our group confirmed
histologic evidence that type 3 MNV is a
retina–retinal vascular anastomosis, also pro-
viding new insight into type 3 pathogenesis
(Fig. 1). Since some of these lesions did not
reach sub-RPE space, different stages constitut-
ing immature (or nascent) lesions may coexist.
Furthermore, similar to Müller cells, which are
known to direct its implant, type 3 neovascu-
larization displayed an oblique orientation
toward the outer retina. Finally, due to an
accurate recognition of the lesion’s branching
vasculature, 3D visualization demonstrated a
greater detection rate of this MNV subtype than
two-dimensional technique [38]. The results of
our subsequent research showed that type 3
MNV activity corresponds to the response to
anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)
injections, but not with a full recovery follow-
ing intravitreal therapy. Therefore, this evi-
dence supported the use of this OCTA
visualization for evaluating the effectiveness of
intravitreal therapy, as well [40]. However,
rotational 3D OCTA images should be viewed
cautiously due to some limitations intrinsic to
OCTA devices, including projection artifacts
and the inability to discern flow under a
detectable threshold [38].

Furthermore, our group developed quantita-
tive metrics of 3D OCTA scans, including:

• 3D vascular volume, indicating the total
vascular volume of a retinal region of
interest.

• 3D perfusion density, expressing the relative
perfusion on the basis of neuroretina
volume.

These variables showed an excellent relia-
bility and intrasession repeatability in patients
affected by diabetic retinopathy and healthy
subjects, in comparison to 2D OCTA parameters
[42].

OCTA UPDATES ON AGE-RELATED
MACULAR DEGENERATION

Age-related macular degeneration has been
thoroughly studied with OCTA due to its accu-
rate visualization of deep capillary plexus and
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choriocapillaris. In this section, the current
narrative review will be focused on the most
recent insights into the pathophysiology of
AMD.

OCTA AND SUBRETINAL DEPOSITS
IN INTERMEDIATE AMD

OCTA have been employed in intermediate
AMD to investigate the impact of subretinal
deposits on ocular microvasculature, although
with controversial evidence. Kalaw and associ-
ates found a significant reduction of macular
vessel density (VD) at the DCP level in eyes with
reticular pseudodrusen (RPD), and a corre-
sponding thinning of inner and outer retina
layers, as compared with soft-drusen-only
patients [43]. Conversely, another group corre-
lated a similar retinal thinning to a significantly
increased macular DCP VDs in a RPD cohort,
suggesting that reticular pseudodrusen may

induce hypoxia, and thus a higher vascular
request [44]. In parallel, Li and colleagues
focused on the choroidal features of intermedi-
ate AMD. Interestingly, RPD eyes showed higher
macular CC FD, with lower choriocapillaris and
reduced mean choroidal thickness than in
healthy and soft drusen patients [45]. Therefore,
RPD development in AMD could be the result of
a choroidal perfusion impairment, as also
proved by other similar workgroups [45, 46]. On
the contrary, Wu et al. reported no relevant
differences in CC FD and mean choroidal
thickness, suggesting that RPD did not alter
vascular parameters in intermediate AMD [47].

OCTA AND NON-EXUDATIVE
MACULAR NEOVASCULARIZATION
(NE-MNV)

Non-exudative MNV (NE-MNV) originally des-
ignated a treatment-naı̈ve macular

Fig. 1 Three-dimensional optical coherence tomography
angiography of a 80-years-old male patient affected by type
3 MNV showing two neovessels connecting the deep

capillary plexus to the RPE/sub-RPE space. MNV macular
neovascularization, RPE retinal pigment epithelium
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neovascularization with no exudative signs
(‘‘inactive’’ MNV) on repeated OCT B-scans for
at least 6 months [48]. Subsequently, these
lesions were labeled as ‘‘quiescent’’ or ‘‘subclin-
ical.’’ Briefly, if this phenotype remains inactive
for 6 months, it was categorized as ‘‘quiescent.’’
On the contrary, ‘‘subclinical’’ MNV was defined
as an ex-novo neovascular network with no
minimum follow-up or period without exuda-
tion. As a result, this latter form actually deno-
ted a pre-exudative stage. (Fig. 2A–D). However,
the use of the term ‘‘non-exudative MNV’’ was
encouraged, as there is currently no terminol-
ogy consensus, and this definition included a
spectrum of diseases with different phenotypes
(quiescent versus subclinical) [49].

Literature validating OCTA as an elective
method for NE-MNV diagnosis is continuously
growing. Interestingly, when detection rates of
NE-MNV were compared between OCTA and
conventional angiographic modalities, OCTA
identified the same number of lesions as ICGA,
but FAG found none [50]. Conversely, Stattin
et al. reported higher OCTA accuracy and
smaller NE-MNV area size than indocyanine
angiography (80% versus 11%, respectively),
with combined OCTA en-face and B- scans
showing the highest detection rate (50%) [51].
However, the diagnostic performance of OCT
angiography may be influenced by the type of
slab used (en-face versus cross-sectional) and
kind of segmentation (manual customized ver-
sus automatic). In detail, automatic cross-sec-
tional OCTA showed the greatest sensitivity
(84%) in detecting MNV, thus being the pre-
ferred choice for these lesions. On the contrary,
manual segmentation by expert retinal special-
ists may increase the performance of OCTA en-
face slab [52]. Different groups tried to identify
predictors of development, growth, and exuda-
tion of NE-MNV through OCTA [53–58]. An
innovative study from Fragiotta and colleagues
evaluated the role of subretinal lipid globules
(SLG) as a biomarker of development and
growth of NE-MNV. This finding corresponds
on SD-OCT to a round hyporeflective lesion
located between the ellipsoid zone and RPE/
Bruch’s membrane complex. Notably, SLG may
be regarded as a risk factor for NE-MNV devel-
opment since the identification of non-

exudative MNV was higher in SLG cohort than
in eyes without them (93.3% versus 18.4%,
respectively). Furthermore, SLG was correlated
to larger MNV size area and faster NE-MNV
growth, being a growth predictor, as well.
However, the rate of conversion from non-ex-
udative to exudative state was similar, regardless
of the presence of SLG [57]. Concerning the role
of NE-MNV as a predictor of exudation, the
growth in size of the neovascular lesion
appeared to be a relevant activation biomarker
[54], although both inactive and active MNV
clearly increases over time [59]. However,
Querques and colleagues demonstrated that NE-
MNV grows with different rates, thus classifying
it as it follows: ‘‘persistently quiescent’’ NE-
MNV, which did not develop signs of exuda-
tion; ‘‘long-term activated’’ NE-MNV, which
showed exudative signs after 6 months; and
‘‘short-term activated’’ (or ‘‘subclinical’’) NE-
MNV, which exudated within 6 months. Inter-
estingly, this analysis found that ‘‘persistently
quiescent’’ and ‘‘long-term activated’’ groups did
not differ in anatomical features and lacked of
activation biomarkers. On the contrary, ‘‘short-
term activators’’ NE-MNV displayed a higher
baseline perfusion density (PD), and thus a fas-
ter increase in MNV area than other phenotypes
[53]. In fact, the elevated PD may correspond to
a higher number of capillaries. Thus, Sacconi
et al. speculated that the origin of ‘‘short-term
activator’’ NE-MNV is driven mainly by angio-
genesis, which results in a growth of neovascu-
lar network and an increased PD due to elevated
proliferation of new capillaries. Consequently,
it is probable that this ‘‘subclinical’’ phenotype
actually constitutes a pre-exudative stage in the
genesis of exudative MNV. Conversely, the
other groups may be the result of arteriogenesis
that is characterized by dilatation of preexisting
vessels with no capillaries sprouting, and thus
by a low PD on OCTA. As a result, a baseline
high vascular density may predict exudation in
NE-MNV [53, 55]. Maltsev et al. suggested the
involvement of a more preserved RPE in com-
parison to active MNV as a further explanation
for increased VD in non-exudative lesions. [60].
Similarly, an interesting study from Wang et al.
reported that a growth of at least 50% of NE-
MNV area within 1 year of follow up may
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constitute a risk factor for exudation and for an
earlier activation than eyes with stable MNV
[58]. Furthermore, a branching pattern of the
MNV and the hypointense ring surrounding the
lesion (‘‘dark halo’’) have been identified as
activity biomarkers, as well [56]. The validity of
any of these OCTA biomarkers as precise pre-
dictors of exudative activity has not been
established yet. Indeed, the EYE-NEON study
will assess the incidence and prevalence of NE-
MNV, and the usefulness of NE-MNV as a pre-
dictor of exudation by analyzing OCTA at
2 years’ follow-up of fellow eyes of unilateral
AMD [61]. Interestingly, Altinisik et al. found
no significant differences in morphological
features, area and activation findings of exuda-
tive type 1 MNV in nAMD and pachychoroid
neovasculopathy, as well [62]. Although NE-
MNV usually referred to type 1 MNV, other
MNV subtypes could be identified as ‘‘non-ex-
udative,’’ including the preclinical stage of type
3 MNV (‘‘nascent type 3 MNV’’; Fig. 3A) [49].
Though non-exudative MNV has usually been
identified in the context of intermediate AMD,
these lesions have been associated also with
geographic atrophy (GA) [63]. Interestingly,
OCTA sensitivity for detection of NE-MNV was
significantly lower in GA than in intermediate
AMD (� 67% versus 82%, respectively), as a
result of RPE and CC loss [63, 64]. Furthermore,
OCTA nicely reported different morphological
features of non-exudative lesions in these AMD
stages. In detail, GA-associated NE MNV showed
large neovascular trunks with no tortuosity and
no capillaries, whereas in intermediate AMD
these abnormalities displayed small

anastomotic vessels with a high capillary rate
and increased tortuosity. Interestingly, this dif-
ferent morphology may reflect a dissimilar
process of NE-MNV development (arteriogene-
sis in GA versus angiogenesis in intermediate
AMD) [49, 63]. Importantly, treatment of these
neovascular lesions in geographic atrophy
should be reserved only to exudative MNV, due
to the protective role of non-exudative neoves-
sels in delaying the progression of atrophy
[65–67].

EXUDATIVE MACULAR
NEOVASCULARIZATION

A Focus on Type 1 MNV

Tangle, medusa, sea-fan, and dead tree (unclas-
sified) are some vascular configurations of type
1 MNV that have been documented through
OCTA [59, 68–70]. In detail, ‘‘tangle’’ MNV was
associated with rosette-like capillaries with reg-
ular branching but no obvious feeder vessels
[59]. ‘‘Medusa’’ neovascularization consists of
tiny vessels radiating in all directions from a
central feeder vessel [68]. In ‘‘sea-fan’’ mor-
phology, 90% of pathologic vessels spreads
from a peripheral feeder vessel with no main
vessel trunk identifiable [69]. The ‘‘glomerulus’’
shape resembles the structure of a nephron and
is composed of numerous, well defined, round,
fine, and dense vessels [70]. Finally, in ‘‘dead
tree’’ or ‘‘unclassified’’ conformation, linear
enlarged vessels of unknown type have been
associated with fibrotic or atrophic disciform
lesion [59, 70]. These angiographic patterns
have been also classified as immature (tangle
MNV), mature (medusa, and sea-fan MNV), and
hypermature (dead tree MNV), and correlated to
entity of growth and response to anti-vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) intravitreal
injections. Immature forms were commonly
MNV that were at high risk of growth and that
were treatment-naı̈ve, whereas sea-fan and
hypermature cases displayed a moderate pro-
gression and a resistance to anti-angiogenic
intravitreal therapy [59, 68]. Interestingly,
polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy (PCV) dis-
played different OCTA patterns. This

bFig. 2 (A–D) Optical coherence tomography angiography
of a 75-year-old male patient affected by non-exudative
quiescent type 1 macular neovascularization. (A) Baseline
OCTA B-scan (left) and en-face (right) at RPE level.
Confluent DEPs present detectable flow, representing non-
exudative type 1 MNV. (B–D) OCTA B-scan (left) and
en-face (right) at RPE level after 6 months (B), 12 months
(C), and 18 months (D) did not detect activation signs,
thus showing non-exudative quiescent MNV. MNV mac-
ular neovascularization, RPE retinal pigment epithelium,
DEP pigment epithelium detachments, OCTA optical co-
herence tomography angiography
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Fig. 3 (A–C) Optical coherence tomography angiography
(OCTA) of a 71-year-old female patient affected by type 3
macular neovascularization (T3 MNV) in the fellow eye of
a unilateral T3 MNV. A Baseline OCTA B-scan (left) and
en-face (right) at deep capillary plexus level. Intraretinal
hyperreflective foci (HRF) show detectable flow with no
exudation, representing preclinical stage of T3 MNV
(nascent T3 MNV), and overlay confluent pigment
epithelium detachments (DEPs) with no contact with
retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). Yellow panel: B-scan

magnification. Blue panel: en-face magnification, with a
blue arrow indicating pathological vascular network. (B) 3-
month follow-up OCTA B-scan (left) and en-face (right)
at RPE level. HRF has grown toward RPE space and
connected to DEP, developing exudative signs of overt
MNV (blue arrow). (C) 6-month follow-up OCTA B-scan
(left) and en-face (right) at retinal pigment epithelium
(RPE) level. T3 neovascularization (blue arrow) displays
evident signs of activation (intraretinal cysts)
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neovascular lesion is characterized by nodular
vascular agglomeration (polyp) and a branching
vascular network (BVN) located in the sub-RPE
[71]. It should be noted that PCV etiopatho-
genesis may arise from a spectrum of condi-
tions, such as pachychoroid-related disease and
nAMD. Chang and associates divided PCV into
pachychoroid and non-pachychoroid groups
with similar morphological features but distinct
incidence. The pachychoroid phenotype dis-
played younger age of presentation, more
pachychoroid disease features (e.g., pachy-
choroid, pachyvessels, pachydrusen), frequent
large subretinal hemorrhages, and worse
response to anti-VEGF treatment. On the con-
trary, non-pachychoroid PCV presented with
older age, more nAMD characteristics (e.g., soft
drusen), and fewer subretinal hemorrhages [72].
Interestingly, this phenotypic diversity may
reflect the ethnicity of the population consid-
ered, despite this morphologic variation having
not been related to genetic background [73].
Asian patients accounted for a PCV phenotype
similar to pachychoroid neovasculopathy,
whereas in the Caucasian population PCV may
be thought as a subset of nAMD [74]. Since
OCTA has reported variable sensitivity and
specificity in detecting PCV, indocyanine green
angiography is still regarded as the diagnostic
gold standard. While BVN detection is similar or
superior to ICGA, the aneurysmal lesion may be
unnoticed by OCTA in the case of slow flow
filling the polyp [75]. Interestingly, OCTA
described different vascular patterns of BVN.
Briefly, in the ‘‘trunk’’ configuration, central
major vessels (trunk) extend toward the
periphery through radiating branches. Similar
to nephron glomeruli, ‘‘glomeruli’’ morphology
was characterized by highly intersected vessels,
whereas a ‘‘stick’’ pattern presented a small
vascular network with no feeding vessels.
Notably, glomeruli and stick morphologies had
a greater recurrence rate; the latter was more
prevalent in pachychoroid PCV [76]. Although
PCV was typically thought of as a type 1 MNV
variant with saccular or fusiform dilatations
(and thus named ‘‘aneurysmal type 1 neovas-
cularization’’) [49], PCV could take on a struc-
ture analogous to type 2 MNV, with tangle
vessels connecting to BVN. This pattern may be

considered a subtype or fruste form of PCV with
no aneurysmatic polypoidal degeneration [77].
Furthermore, OCTA was employed to distin-
guish between PCV and nAMD. However, con-
troversial OCTA sensitivity was reported, on the
basis of scans used (43.9% in en-face slabs versus
82.6% cross-sectional images). This disparity
could be explained by a distinct location for
BVN and polyp, as well as a more imprecise
segmentation of polyps by en-face slabs [78, 79].
However, a branch vascular network corre-
sponded to a choriocapillaris hyper flow lesion,
whereas a polypoidal lesion appeared either as a
hypo flow or as a hyper flow round abnormality
surrounded by a hypointense halo [80, 81].

A FOCUS ON TYPE 3 MNV

As mentioned before, OCTA significantly
expanded our knowledge of type 3 MNV
pathophysiology [1, 64–67]. This technology
definitely demonstrated its intraretinal origin
from deep vascular complex (DVC), which fre-
quently denotes the complex of MCP and DCP
[9], and the consequent events leading to its
development. In brief, Sacconi et al. demon-
strated that its preclinical stage (‘‘nascent type 3
MNV’’) represents an intraretinal vascular pro-
liferation, and appears as hyperreflective foci
(HFR) typically located between outer nuclear
layer (ONL) and inner nuclear layer (INL) with
detectable flow on OCTA, but with no exuda-
tion or contact with RPE. Subsequently, this
preclinical lesion may grow from DVC toward
sub-RPE space, and thereafter exudate (in the
case of contact with RPE) or, more rarely, regress
without other manifestations [82]. Recently, the
same work group investigated the association
between nascent GA and the onset of exudative
type 3 MNV. Nascent GA corresponds to the
subsidence of the outer plexiform layer (OPL)
and INL, and to a hyporeflective wedge-shaped
band within OPL on structural OCT. From its
original description, this finding represents a
predictor of drusen-associated atrophy onset,
although its association with type 3 MNV has
been only hypothesized in the same study [86].
Interestingly, Sacconi and colleagues demon-
strated how nascent GA precedes the
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subsequent development in the same site of
exudative type 3 MNV in about 23% of cases
after 9 ± 6 months from atrophy onset [84].
The correlation between outer retinal and RPE
atrophy and activation of this lesion has been
described already [67, 87]. Notably, the RPE
defect may be filled by adjacent RPE cells in the
case of HRF, or by nascent GA if this RPE alter-
ation is too extended. Since the risk of pro-
gression to an active type 3 is higher in the first
year, the authors suggested a close 1-year
surveillance to early detect not only atrophy but
also exudative neovascularization, and to
promptly start treatment [84]. In addition, OCT
angiography supported the role of choriocapil-
laris ischemia in the development of type 3
MNV in affected eyes, but also in the fellow eyes
[83, 85]. Indeed, patients with unilateral type 3
neovascularization have been frequently shown
to develop an exudative type 3 MNV in the
contralateral eye over a 3-year follow-up
(60–100%) [88–92]. Similarly, our group repor-
ted a high cumulative incidence of exudative
type 3 MNV (79%) by using OCTA (Fig. 3A–C).
In detail, 58% of these patients showed a non-
exudative form before, although with different
onset. In fact, while 37% of cases presented this
subclinical stage at baseline, for 21% of patients
its development required an interval of time
(13 ± 9 months). Interestingly, the onset of
exudation was the shortest in the group of
patients with a non-exudative neovasculariza-
tion from baseline (9 ± 9 months). Alterna-
tively, fellow eyes of unilateral type 3 MNV may
proceed directly to an active form (21%) with
no preclinical stage, or to GA (21%). Identifi-
cation of non-exudative type 3 MNV on OCTA
may be regarded as the earliest risk factor for an
exudative form. Therefore, fellow eyes with this
neovascular lesion should require a seriate fol-
low-up and a prompt treatment in the case of
activation [85].

FUTURE APPLICATION: ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

Deep learning has gained a lot of attention as
the most innovative artificial intelligence (AI)-
method for analyzing images in several areas of

medicine. Through multiple levels of abstrac-
tion, DL systems make predictions from data
that has been supplied into a training phase.
Deep learning technology basically consists of
two parts, including the technical networks
(‘‘brain’’) and the datasets (‘‘dictionary’’). Con-
volutional neural network (CNN) is the most
widely used network architecture. Similar to
human visual cortex, CNN consists of multiple
processing layers that associate the input vol-
ume (imaging acquisition) with a diagnostic
output throughout differentiable functions.
Interestingly, OCT-deep-learning-based models
have been employed in AMD for its detection
and differentiation from other maculopathies,
the classification of its stages through
biomarkers, and the prognostic evaluation (e.g.,
conversion to exudative form, response to anti-
vascular endothelial growth factor). However,
the analysis of these studies were beyond the
scope of the present review [93, 94].

DL systems have also been applied to
improve the data accessible for OCTA analysis.
Since these algorithms could differentiate
between flow and static voxels using any
statistics (not only motion contrast), DL have
been used to create de-novo OCTA scans from
OCT images. Furthermore, CNN may improve
the resolution of already collected OCTA scans.
One additional application of deep learning is
the removal of OCTA artifacts, including bulk
motion and shadowing artifacts. Notably, the
latter is particularly challenging since severe
signal attenuation may totally interrupt reflec-
tance signal. The most effective strategy is to
carefully detect shadowing-affected regions to
avoid the erroneous identification of non-per-
fusion areas (NPA) [32]. Notably, a DL algorithm
can be utilized to overcome some OCTA limi-
tations. By integrating data from other imaging
modalities (e.g., OCT, color fundus photogra-
phy), the DL system managed to distinguish an
artery from a vein on OCTA scans [95]. NPA,
macular neovascularization, and retinal fluid
are a few examples of structural findings that
learning-based technology has properly recog-
nized and quantified, thus solving those imag-
ing technical problems needing potent software
solutions [32]. MNV, for instance, may be
underestimated as a result of signal attenuation
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and projection errors, or it may be misinter-
preted as non-MNV pathology that is included
in the segmentation result (e.g., drusen). Errors
can also be associated with low contrast
between neovascularization vessels and the
background signal, requiring time-consuming
review of images [96]. Recently, DL systems
incorporated OCTA into the model training for
computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) of retinal dis-
eases, including AMD [96–100]. Recently, Wang
and colleagues proposed a CNN-based model by
using OCTA real-world multicenter dataset for
MNV diagnosis and segmentation in AMD and
non-AMD pathologies. This work group repor-
ted an overall accuracy of 95%, regardless of
retinal disease.

Interestingly, better resolution images
(3 9 3 mm scans) reported a higher accuracy, as
compared with 6 9 6 mm slabs (99% versus
90%, respectively). Conversely, small scans
could not capture the whole neovascular lesion.
On the other hand, 6 9 6 mm scans typically
reported reduced signal-to-noise ratio and an
increased rate of artifacts. Furthermore, this
model effectively evaluated MNV progression,
as a rising number of pixels in correspondence
of neovascularization could predict its exuda-
tion [96]. Notably, several multimodal imaging
DL models also including OCTA have been
proposed. In detail, Thakoor and associates dif-
ferentiated AMD from other retinal disease by
an OCT and OCTA CNN-based algorithm [97].
Similarly, Jin et al. assessed conversion to neo-
vascular AMD (nAMD) with an accuracy
(95.5%) comparable or even higher than those
of retinal specialists [98]. However, the evalua-
tion of MNV activity was based on presence of
fluid, as compared with Vali et al., who inde-
pendently evaluated MNV features by Coscas
et al. [101] through a DL system [99]. Notably,
the ONTARIO study by Sodhi and coworkers
assessed the predictive ability of OCTA DL
technology to determine long-term best-cor-
rected visual acuity (BCVA) in nAMD. In detail,
SS-OCT fluid metrics correlated with 1-year
BCVA changes and was strengthened by com-
plimentary information from OCTA, providing
a tool to personalize therapy and predict visual
outcomes [100, 102]].

CONCLUSION

Despite its significant advantages, OCTA has
not been employed in clinical practice as a gold
standard diagnostic techniques yet, with the
exception of contraindication to traditional
angiography. Therefore, OCT angiography is
still regarded as a complementary approach to
conventional dye-based angiography.

Some obstacles to its universal use include
inadequate visualization of slow blood-flow
lesions, artifacts (e.g., projection artifacts), and
a restricted field of view of the retinal periphery.
However, post-processing algorithms (e.g., PR-
OCTA, sacPR-OCTA, deep learning) applied to
OCTA have mostly overcome part of these
limitations, improving the quality of OCTA
analysis. OCT angiography has meaningfully
revolutionized our knowledge about nAMD, by
introducing new clinical entities such as NE-
MNV, and consolidating our pathophysiologi-
cal comprehension of PCV and type 3 MNV.
New technological development (e.g., 3D
OCTA, artificial intelligence) has significantly
enhanced OCTA detection rate, and provided
new tools to assess and personalize therapeutic
management.
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